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Valorisation of public sector data – examples of apps
built with INSPIRE data
The session focusses on the outcome of the BE-GOOD project, which is co-funded by INTERREG North-West
Europe and which is scheduled to end in May 2020.
One overall result of the BE-GOOD project is that market potential to re-use public sector information (PSI),
such as geospatial data, is significant.
The workshop will highlight existing and future activities to valorise public sector information (PSI), which
includes geospatial INSPIRE datasets. In this way attendees are shown what is possible when spatial and / or
geographical information is more accessible and interoperable for a wide range of purposes, i.e. one of the
goals of INSPIRE. This will be achieved by six presentations of so-called challenges developed within the BEGOOD project. These six challenges are part of a total of eleven challenges developed within the BE-GOOD
context.
The six speed presentations will all deal with applications for citizens. The subject for each presentation is: (i.)
the HGV permit checker; an app which helps citizens check if heavy good vehicles are permitted to enter the
city limits (by Dublin city council). (ii.) Rate my service; an app which helps citizens choose public services
(by Dublin city council). (iii.) Data 4 organizational change; apps to mobilize citizens to increase inclusion
(Glasgow city council). (iv.) Waste water tracing; citizens can easily use information to trace pollution(by the
Flanders environment agency). (v.) Cleanest air route; an app build to show citizens the healthiest routes to
cycle from A to B (by the Flanders environment agency). (vi.) Discovery of natural heritage; an app which
gives information on cultural and natural sites (by Loiret department).
After the session BE-GOOD partners, SME’s, other stakeholders and other attendees will have more insight
in ways to valorise PSI and other open data, including geospatial data. SME’s will get more information about
business opportunities. BE-GOOD management and INTERREG contacts will get a wider picture of future
uptake of solutions provided within the project. In this the aim to unlock, re-use and extract value from PSI to
develop data driven services in the area of infrastructure and environment is demonstrated to its full potential.
Because all solutions developed within the BE-GOOD project (re-)use shared open data in novel combinations
the main objective of the INSPIRE directive is also present directly or indirectly within the entire workshop.
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